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Abstract. Railway interlocking is a safety critical system because its incorrect func-
tioning may cause serious consequences. Modeling of a reliable interlocking has become a
challenging problem due to its inherent complexity and introduction of new technologies.
In this paper, formal analysis of safety properties of moving block interlocking is presented
preventing collision and derailing of trains at the critical components of the network. We
have supposed that the existence of two trains at a component is a collision. If the train’s
direction and switch control are inconsistent then it is assumed derailing at the switch.
A step-by-step procedure is proposed to analyze the safety properties reducing complexity
of the system using graph theory and Z notation. Initially, we defined the abstract safety
properties, and then they are redefined by introducing a notion of moving block. Further,
the safety properties are analyzed and extended by introduction of computer based con-
trols. The formal specification is analyzed and validated using Z/Eves tool.
Keywords: Railway interlocking system, Moving block control, Safety properties, For-
mal methods, Z-specification

1. Introduction. A safety critical system is one whose incorrect functioning may have
very serious consequences. As the use of computers in safety critical systems such as
aircraft controls, medical instruments, defense systems, nuclear power plants, has been
increased, concern for the safety of those systems has also grown up. Much of this concern
has been focused on the software component of those computer-based systems. The use of
formal methods is recommended to achieve required confidence level in the development
of such systems because of having an exhaustive computer tool support and use in many
applications as in [9, 27]. As railway interlocking is a safety critical system, hence it
requires advanced formal modeling techniques and step-by-step development to ensure
safety, quality and reliability of the system.

The huge train’s weight in tons, great length in thousands of meters, iron track, dis-
tributed environment and presence of critical components make the moving block inter-
locking a highly complex system for its modeling, verification and simulation. There exists
much work on modeling of the interlocking system. The work carried in [1, 5, 10, 14, 21]
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and a list [4] of 299 publications, addressing various issues on this topic, proves its impor-
tance. Most of the publications are on the traditional fixed block, whereas this work on
moving block interlocking reflects a different approach. Hansen [11] uses Vienna develop-
ment method (VDM) to model concepts of railway topology. Safety criteria are defined
and validated through simulation but again his work is for fixed block interlocking. In
[24], the system is constructed in stages by making both control and information data
coexist on the same network for modeling a large-scale system. X. Hei et al. [33] describe
a railway safety system that focuses on electronic interlocking system technology. Chevil-
lat [6] proposes a model based generation of interlocking controller software from control
tables using a model-driven tool chain. She et al. [28] present two styles of interlocking
using graph search approaches based on revised Dijkstra and heuristic algorithms. In [5],
an approach to testing interlocking is proposed and simulated. Khan et al. specify the
moving block using a strategy of promotion using Z in [18]. Harrison et al. [12] discuss
the preparation of requirements specification for a railway signalling interlocking using Z
notation. Ales Janota [16] discuss the use of Z notation in requirement specification of the
railway interlocking system behavior. In [15], a workflow of analyzing the dynamic behav-
ior of safety critical embedded systems using HySAT is explored. The trains scheduling
strategy of concurrent request in a distributed railway interlocking system is discussed in
[13]. Some other relevant work can be found in [2, 3, 7, 8, 19, 25, 26, 29, 32].
Major objective of this research is developing a cost-effective, safe, efficient and verified

computer model for the moving block railway interlocking. Some preliminary results of our
research were presented in [34, 35, 36] where few errors and inconsistencies are identified at
some places. The work presented in [34] describes a formal specification of the static aspect
of the system. Further, we presented a detailed analysis of the critical components by
using integration of graph theory and Z notation in [35]. In this research, formal definitions
of static system addressed in the previous work are reused after some improvements to
describe the formal analysis of the safety of the system. The most important part of
our contribution in this work is formal description of the safety properties preventing
collision and derailing of trains. We present four safety properties, three for avoiding
collision and one for derailing of trains. We analyze and formalize the properties at
three different levels, i.e., from abstraction to detailed analysis. Initially, we define the
abstract safety properties at linear track, crossing, level crossing and switch. Then we
redefine the abstract properties by associating a concept of moving block with a train.
Finally, we introduce a computer based control system on the redefined properties for the
further formal analysis and description. Formal specification of the system is analyzed
and validated using Z/Eves tool. Rest of the paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, an introduction to railway interlocking system and formal methods is

presented. In Section 3, we define and formalize the abstract safety properties. In Section
4, formal specification of the redefined properties is described. In Section 5, we use
computer based control systems to further analyze and formalize the safety properties.
Finally, conclusion and future work are given in Section 6.

2. Railway Interlocking System and Formal Methods. The purpose of railway
interlocking system is to prevent trains from collisions and derailing while at the same
time allowing normal train’s movement. There are various types of interlocking systems,
in practice, varying from purely mechanically operated to state-of-the-art computerized
moving block interlocking systems. Fixed block and moving block interlocking are two
main types of interlocking. Moving block is gaining more important in railway industry
due to some disadvantages in fixed block interlocking system.
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Figure 1. Fixed block railway interlocking system

The fixed block interlocking system divides the railway network into fixed blocks and
components which are separated by signals but are highly dependant on each other as
shown in Figure 1. To understand the dependance, consider the same figure in which the
train t5 can enter block b5 only when the train t6 has cleared the block b6; otherwise there
may be a collision. This means that there is always a distance of more than one block
between two trains at linear tracks. The railway crossing consists of two crossovers, if a
train occupies one the other crossover must be protected. Further, the railway crossing
is dependant upon the level crossing next to it. As a result, the biggest drawback of the
system is that a long distance is required between two trains which limit the capacity of
railway line and speed of a train making it a highly inefficient system. In reality, the safe
distance between two trains is the distance needed for a train to come to a complete stop,
which is much less than the length of a fixed block and even shorter if a train is moving
at a low speed. Whereas in the moving block technology, instead of cutting a piece of
railway line into fixed blocks, the train’s occupying area and some distance in front of it
becomes the moving block in which no other train can enter. The area in front of a train
is at least its braking distance. In this way, trains can move much closer to each other
making it possible to operate at higher speeds and frequencies. As the system under hand
is a critical and complex one, hence, it requires much advanced techniques for modeling
and then proving its correctness and completeness. Formal methods are applied in this
research, in terms of Z notation, because their use is recommended to achieve required
confidence level in safety critical systems. The Z is a model oriented approach based
on the standard mathematical notations used for the specification of abstract properties
unlike a detailed description language [31]. The Z/Eves is one of the powerful tools used
for the analysis of Z specification which will be used to analyze the system’s schema
expansion, pre-condition calculation, domain checking, syntax and type checking, and
theorem proving.

3. Formalizing Abstract Safety Properties. Collision and derailing are defined as:
existence of two trains on a track segment is a collision; existence of two trains on a
crossing is a collision; when a train is at level crossing and barriers are open, is a collision;
if direction of a train and state of a switch do not match, it may cause derailing. Based
on these definitions, the safety properties can be stated as: (i)-(ii) There must be, at
most, one train at one track segment and crossing to avoid collision. (iii) Barriers must
be closed when a train is at level crossing to avoid collision between train and road traffic.
(iv) A train must respect state of a switch control preventing derailing.

3.1. Formal static model. Few constructs of formal model described in [35] are pre-
sented below to be used for the analysis of safety properties. It is to be noted that root
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defined below in the schema Switch is an edge, and crossover1 and crossover2 defined in
schema Crossing are set of edges. In the schema TrainInfo a variable total is added to
know the total number of trains at a track segment. In Control schema, variable capacity
is included to define the maximum number of trains which are possible in a section. Fur-
ther, speed and destination variables are removed from Train schema because it does not
require at this level of specification. It is mentioned that StaticModel and DynamicModel
schemas are used without Xi notation.

3.2. Formal specification of abstract safety properties. The specification of the safe
system denoted by IsSafe is composed of two schemas, i.e., NoCollision and NoDerailing.
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The schema NoCollision is used to describe safety properties for preventing collision at a
network and the schema NoDerailing is used to define the property preventing derailing
at a switch.
IsSafe =̂ NoCollision ∧ NoDerailing
where NoCollision =̂ OneTrain1Track ∧ OneTrain1Xng ∧ LevBarWell

3.2.1. Safety at linear track. The specification of OneTrain1Track assures that a track
segment can be occupied by only one train at a time. The TrackStates is a mapping
from Node to TrainInfo, where TrainInfo is a schema consisting of three variables that is
train identifier, type and total number of trains at a track segment. In the schema, it is
stated that for all track segments, the total number of trains at the segment should not
be greater than one.

3.2.2. Safety at crossing. Railway crossing is an intersection of two track segments. If
there are two trains on crossing, one train at each segment, then the first property is
satisfied but there is a possibility of collision. Collision at a crossing can be avoided
if only one track segment of the crossing can be occupied at a time. In the schema
OneTrain1Xng, it is specified that sum of the number of trains moving at the segments
of the crossing should not be greater than one.

3.2.3. Safety at level crossing. The schema LevBarWell states that if a train occupies
level crossing then its barriers must be closed for preventing collision.

3.2.4. Safety at switch. In the schema NoDerailing, it is described that if any of the two
segments is occupied and is a branch of a switch then control of the switch must be in
the direction of that segment. For example, if train t5 enters into track segment 5, and
moves along the right of the switch then the segments 4 and 7 are set in occupied state
as shown in Figure 2.

4. Redefining the Safety Properties. Existence of one train at one segment cannot
guarantee to avoid collision. This is because if the segment is small and train is moving
at high speed then it may not be possible to stop it at the same segment and it may cause
collision. On the other hand, the abstract properties were necessary as a foundation to
develop the safety properties to be applied to a real interlocking.
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4.1. Moving block and safety properties. The safety properties are restated as (i)
The intersection of moving blocks of two different trains is always empty. (ii) A crossing
may be contained in the moving block of only one train. (iii) If a level crossing is in the
moving block of a train then its barriers must be closed. (iv) If a switch is in the moving
block of a train then its control must be consistent with the direction of the train.

4.2. Formal specification of the safety properties. The redefined safe system is
denoted by the schema IsSafeR composed of two further schemas NoCollisionR and
NoDerailingR as defined below.
IsSafeR =̂ NoCollisionR ∧ NoDerailingR; NoCollisionR =̂ OneTrain1TrackR ∧ OneTrai -
n1XngR ∧ LevBarWellR
In the schema OneTrain1TrackR, it is defined that intersection of moving blocks of any

two trains is always empty. In the formal specification, it is stated that for any element
(s1, s2) in the moving block of train t1 and for any element (s3, s4) in the moving block
of another train t2, intersection of the sets {s1,s2} and {s3,s4} must be empty.

In the schema OneTrain1XngR, it is specified that if a track segment of a railway
crossing is in the moving block of one train then it cannot be contained in the moving block
of another train. The horizontal schema LevBarWellR is further split into two schemas
TrainLXBarClosed and NoTrainLXBarOpen. The first one schema TrainLXBarClosed is
used to check safety at a level crossing if it is occupied by any train. The second schema
NoTrainLXBarOpen is used to check if a level crossing is not occupied by any train then
its barriers should not be closed unnecessarily.
LevBarWellR =̂ TrainLXBarClosed ∧ NoTrainLXBarOpen
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In the schema NoDerailingR, it is specified that if any branch of a switch is in the moving
block of a train then control of the switch must be left in the direction of movement of
the train.

5. Further Analysis of the Safety Properties. Finally, computer based control sys-
tems are introduced for observing trains and network state space for completing the
formalization of safety properties. The definitions of collision and derailing are the same
as those given in the previous section but with a difference that, here, trains are under
computer based controls. This analysis is necessary because trains itself cannot operate
safely, it requires some system to observe the trains and network state space. In the
further formal analysis, consistency of network state is also checked. By consistency we
mean that state of a track segment must be consistent in the entire system. A concept of
locking a component is also introduced.
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5.1. Further analysis. The schema IsSafeFR is a redefined form of the schema IsSafeR
and is defined as IsSafeFR =̂ NoCollisionFR ∧ NoDerailFR. The schema NoCollisionFR
is composed of OneTrain1TrackFR, OneTrain1XngFR and LBStateWellFR defining no
collision properties under a control.
NoCollisionFR =̂ OneTrain1TrackFR ∧ OneTrain1XngFR ∧ LBStateWellFR

5.1.1. Formal analysis of Property 1. For further analysis, preventing collision along a
linear track, the schema OneTrain1TrackFR is introduced which is divided into two other
schemas MovingBlockEmpty and StateConsistent. The first schema MovingBlockEmpty
specifies that for any two different trains under a control, no train can enter into the
moving block of another train.
OneTrain1TrackFR =̂ MovingBlockEmpty ∧ StateConsistent
StateConsistent =̂ MBlockConsistent ∧ TracksConsistent

In the schema MBlockConsistent, it is specified that if a track segment is in the mov-
ing block of a train then its state must be occupied in both the mappings trackStates
(describing state of entire system) and states (describing state of piece of network under
control) as described below. A track segment in the mapping states is occupied if and

only if the track segment is in the moving block of a train, or is a part of switch or crossing
which is occupied by a train. In the schema TracksConsistent, it is described that if a
track segment is occupied in the trackStates mapping then it must be occupied in the
states mapping. On the other hand, if a track segment is clear in the states mapping then
it must be clear in the trackStates mapping.
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5.1.2. Formal analysis of Property 2. In the schema OneTrain1XngFR given above, it is
described that for any two trains under a computer based control system, a crossing is
picked and its critical area is deduced. Then it is checked if the crossing is in the section
under the control. If the crossing is in the moving block of one train, then it cannot be
occupied by any other train and it must be locked. The property is described for all the
trains and crossings.

5.1.3. Formal analysis of Property 3. The third property is described using the schema
LBStateWellFR which depends on two further schemas LBStateWell and MBConsisten-
tAtLX. In schema LBStateWell, relationship between level crossing and its barriers is
defined. In schema MBConsistentAtLX, it is checked that if level crossing is in the mov-
ing block of a train then it must be locked. The schema LBStateWell is composed of
two schemas TrainAtLXBarClosedR and NoTrainAtLXBarOpenR (not safety property).
The schema TrainAtLXBarClosedR is used to check (i) if a level crossing is in the moving
block of a train under given control, (ii) the level crossing is in the section under the same
control. If both conditions are satisfied then the barriers must be closed.

LBStateWellFR =̂ LBStateWell ∧ MBConsistentAtLX
LBStateWell =̂ TrainAtLXBarClosedR ∧ NoTrainAtLXBarOpenR

In the schema MBConsistentAtLX, it is checked if a level crossing is locked, occupied,
occupied by the right train and the barriers are closed. It is also verified that the segment
identifying level crossing must be in occupied state.

5.1.4. Formal analysis of Property 4. The function NoDerailFR is used to analyze the
fourth property, which is composed of three functions NoDerailCFR, NoDerailAtAll and
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ConsistencyAtSwitch as given below.
NoDerailFR =̂ NoDerailCFR ∧ NoDerailAtAll ∧ ConsistencyAtSwitch
The first two schemas NoDerailCFR and NoDerailAtAll are used to prevent derailing

where the second one is further composed of two schemas NoDerailFixed and NoDerailAu-
to given below. The third one schema ConsistencyAtSwitch for checking whether a
switch is locked and operated well by the interlocking or manual system is defined as:
NoDerailAtAll =̂ NoDerailFixed ∧ NoDerailAuto.
Derailing may occur, if either a train occupies a track segment of a switch and the

state of the switch does not match with the direction of train; or if the state of one of
the switches in the moving block does not match with the position and the type of the
train. In the schema NoDerailCFR, it is specified that if any branch of a switch is in the
moving block of a train under a control then control of the switch must be left in the
proper direction. A train may derail if one of the switches does not have correct control.
In the schema NoDerailFixed, it is specified that fixed route train and all switches in
the moving block must be controlled by the interlocking. In case of autonomous train,
specified by NoDerailAuto, it is stated that if the train is autonomous then it is checked
that all switches in the moving block of train may be operated by interlocking system or
manually.
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In the schema ConsistencyAtSwitch, it is checked that if a switch is in the moving block
of a train then it must be operated well either by interlocking system or manually. At first,
critical area of switch is determined, if it is contained in the moving block of any train
then switch state and switch operation are verified after knowing the type of train. If a
train is of fixed route then the switches in the moving block of train must be interlocked.
On the other hand, if a train is an autonomous then a switch in the moving block may
be operated manually or may be interlocked. Finally, all the track segments which form
stem and both branches of the switch must be occupied in the states mapping.

5.2. Model analysis. Any specification written in a formal notation does not mean
that it is correct, complete and meaningful. The syntax of Z notation is quite complex
and contains a number of functions, symbols and key words. The Z/Eves tool was used
incrementally in each paragraph for the syntax, type and domain checking of the formal
model and immediately was corrected if necessary. By domain checking, it was proved
that all expressions appearing in the specification are meaningful. It was observed the
domain checking is more difficult than syntax and type checking because the latter is
performed automatically while domain checking is performed by interacting with the
theorem proving.
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Z/Eves was used to perform three types of reductions that are simplification, rewriting
and reduction which drastically changed the goal predicate. The reduction commands
traverses the current goal, accumulating assumptions and performing reduction on pred-
icates and expressions in the goal. Each of the command can apply certain definitions
or theorems to examining the formula and sub-formula of the goal, and may replace it
by a logically equivalent formula. The proof by reduce or rewrite repeatedly reduces or
rewrites the current goal until it is unchanged. Some schemas were proved with the proof
assistance of the tool using such reduction and rewriting techniques.

6. Conclusion. Both safety and efficiency are primary requirements in design and de-
velopment of railway interlocking system. In this research, moving block interlocking
is selected being the current and future technology increasing efficiency at the railway
tracks and formal methods are applied ensuring safety of it. There exists a lot of work
on modeling of fixed block interlocking; however, a little work is found on moving block.
The work [30] of Simpson is close to ours in which he uses Z, CSP and FDR; however,
he does not address the safety issues. An analysis of movement of subway under moving
block is discussed for decreasing delay time of the successive trains [22, 23]. Jeong et
al. [17] have proposed an algorithm for moving block interlocking using radio signal but
this work is only for tracking position of a train. Another related work is presented in [20]
using distributed method to schedule the newly added trains in the network. We have
described the safety properties for moving block based on the critical components pre-
venting collision and derailing of trains. Initially, we have formalized the abstract safety
properties and then redefined by applying the concept of moving block. Further analysis
of the properties was done by introducing computer based controls to monitor the trains
and network state space.
Z notation is applied because of its rigorous and abstract characteristics. We believe

that this experience will be useful to model the other critical systems using the same
approach. We observed that the complexity of the system was reduced by decomposing
it into its critical components. The use of schema structure facilitated us in reducing
complexity because of its abstract and re-useable characteristics. Finally, development
from abstraction to detailed analysis made it easy to purpose a simple and understand-
able model. It is to be noted that this formal model can be applied to any particular
interlocking after a further analysis. This is because we have modeled the system and
defined the properties based on the requirements of like a real system.
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